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For Joe



Desire promises exemption. Yet an exemption from the existing natural 
order is tantamount to disappearance. And this is precisely what desire, at 

its most ecstatic, proposes: let’s vanish. 

– JOHN BERGER
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Dear Outlaw

It is three degrees where I am staying now
but I can’t say where I saw you last (the docks?
 the theater
 exit? the pharmacy

when I coughed and dropped
my handbag?)

  I am down to my last
  six dollars and have already bought

a soda and a hard-boiled
egg today. Remember when Randy said you looked
like a Spaniel and you threw a tin can
at his head and he ducked but his ear got banged
anyway? You were

 so mad I thought your freckles
would burn off

but later
you laughed and I pinched your forearm
like a kiss that would bruise.

I am looking for a job but no one wants
a secretary that can’t type fast. I am
  practicing but the cold and the boys
coming around
don’t help.

When are you going to come back this way
again? I’ve been saving bits of meat
in the freezer
for a stew.

 Love always, Your
 Lady at the window
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The Millennium So Far Has Been Diff icult

The trouble with knives

Is I can’t see you laughing 

That road doubles back means 

Science is feeding us

Lies

Touch this, I say, as the magnolia tree

Shimmers 

It’s my hand 

Tapping time 

It’s not war.
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Girl  as  Sole  W it ness

Skin confounded her.
It was also everywhere. She could not stop 
seeing softness and so took to riding the bus.

One day an older gentleman gave her a bowl in haste 
and tugged the cord in front of the library

to disembark.

*

A phone booth. She rolled out of sight 
and back again. She could be

everywhere. Where else to be.
She could remember the peeling skin 

of sunburns and the vertigo

from an airplane as it taxied backwards. 
Around her other planes herded silent and still.

*

She was stretched out on a map
unfolded on the floor. Her limbs were also 
nations engaged in battle.

Throughout her life
the doorbell would ring, shattering 

the smaller bones of her body.

She pressed her weight
firmly towards earth. Her skin 
imprinted with borders.


